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1.  The topic, purpose, tasks and main thesis. 

The thesis presented for defense is current as a topic and dissertable. The aim, tasks and 

main thesis formulated in The introduction (p. 4-5) are acceptable and do not cause any serious 

comments. 

2. Methodology.  

The work falls into the so-called cultural-historical direction (school) in archaeology. 

Concerning the methodology some serious comments can be made, affecting no its essence, but 

the way of its presentation, specific application and some conclusions. For example, on pages 6-9 

the results of the technological and the formal-typological analysis were presented, but the 

principles selected for the classification scheme adopted by the author were not justified. So for 

the readers it remains a mystery why the methodology of K. Leshtakov (1988) or V. Nikolov 

(1998) was not followed, they have different terminology but essentially belong to one and the 

same theoretical direction – the classical, usually called “German school”. These schemes are put 

through critical analysis to motivate the choice of one or the other research path. Instead, 

Samichkova offers something of her own, but in a strange way – after quoting V. Nikolov and 

listing his main information groups (varieties, types and series) she accepts another scheme 

without the necessary argumentation (p. 7). The terms “category” and “form”, which she perceives, 

were introduced into Bulgarian historiography by the author of these lines, but this is not 

mentioned. It is not explained why they are perceived contrary to the systematization of V. 

Nikolov. Moreover, from the classification of V. Nikolov borrowed the term “series” (p. 8), but 

not “variety” and “types” in their original meaning. In the reviewed text, “types” has limited 

meanings and occurs repeatedly in the analysis of decoration (“technological types of decoration”) 

and only twice in the grouping of the handles (pp. 160 and 226). One gets the impression of 

methodical lack of clarity, which is peppered with insights such as the following: “Bowls. Open 

vessels, which rim’s largest diameter is located at the rim...” (p. 7). I should not go into further 

comments and details about the ambiguities, but I can't get past the curious fact that the term “type: 

is completely absent as a basic morphological unit, at this in an inherently “German” classification 

scheme! 

 

3. Attestation  

The information presented in the thesis is sufficient in quantity – the handled pottery assemblages 

are voluminous, and their stratigraphic characteristics are generally certain. However, the regional 



distribution of information is extremely uneven: the sites from the southern Black Sea coast are 

20; from the valley of Maritsa after Simeonovgrad - 10, and from the Tundzha river valley in its 

lower reaches – only 2! (maps 6-8). On the other hand, contextual analysis shows that the empirical 

base is not homogeneous: along with the data from utilitarian sites, those for which are said to be 

ritual, and some of them are declared as sanctuaries. Specific characteristics must have the 

materials from closed complexes – the pits should also have peculiarities: some of them are ritual, 

and others – have various daily functions. The text does not present sufficient categorical 

distinction of the pottery assemblages, with exception of the ritual vessels from Kapitan Andreevo 

(the so-called face urns). It is not necessary to go into the depth of the problematic that arises from 

the convergence of information arrays that are different in their genesis. Thus doubts arise about 

the reconstructions of the pottery repertoire by regions and the results of the comparative analysis. 

Just one example: during the rescue excavations of the above-mentioned site was excavated “ritual 

center, two ditches and another to the west of the temenos” (p. 167), pit complexes, well, ritual 

building, etc., which makes absolutely necessary to separate the pottery into different information 

groups. Although at the beginning of the review this intention was declared (p. 167), it is not 

followed further on in the text, …. there is absence of any internal correlation. 

4. Structure. 

It corresponds to the goal and it is one of the positive features of the work. 

5. Terminology. 

Most of the terminological inaccuracy has been corrected after the primary discussion of 

the PhD thesis, but some are not corrected. The research term “synthesis” makes strongest 

impression. It enjoys massive and chaotic use, demonstrating a clear misunderstanding of the 

logical operations that lie behind it. I will give just one example: the title of Chapter IV is 

“Interregional comparative analysis....”, and the first sentence says that “synthesis of the results...” 

was made (p. 219). This makes the two research operations and phases of theoretical level equal. 

These remarks also concern the regional studies. For example, on p. 210 the text refers to one of 

the most important sites in the thesis Akladi Chairi, where not “comparative analysis” but a 

“synthesis” for the pottery was proposed. Next to “synthesis” is also the term “unity” – quality 

obtained as a result of comparisons between different pottery assemblages (e.g. pp. 292, 299). 

Particularly impressive are the original combinations “unity and similarity” or “unity and many 

similarities” attributed to the compared information arrays (p. 260). For such combinations, 

linguistics use the term “oxymoron”.... 

6. Appendices and Illustrations. 

They are carefully prepared and impress the reader with their good quality. After the structure of 

the PhD thesis, this is the second element that evokes a positive reaction. 

7. Errors and omissions. 



I will not comment the general conclusions and attempts to interpret the geo-cultural 

relationships at the end of Chapter IV. It seems to me that the purpose of this text is to discuss the 

current work and its author, not the scientific contributions of her supervisor. In the rows below I 

will point out other typical mistakes that I think are original copyright. At the level of general 

typology, several special categories are missing: miniature pots and lids, as well as the enigmatic 

"bowls" with missing bottoms reminiscent of the wide funnels. Imports are mentioned in the text 

but аре not separated into independent group, which will have a great value for the relative 

chronology. In order not to expand too much, I will only note the mistakes and omissions made: 

An example of a vessel with a special shape can be seen on p. 202, table 129, but he is related to 

IV.A.2 – “pot-shaped”. Some primary information is incorrectly defined groups: p. 177; p. 181, 

table 110 (the distinction between III.A.1. and III.A.2 is not made according to the morphology of 

the vessels, and according to the position and the type of the handle); with 26; p. 29, IV.A - "closed 

pot-shaped forms"; pp. 25-26, series I.A.1 is equivalent to I.B.1; p. 32 form I.A.4 does not fit into 

the definition of “conical bowl”; p. 33 form I.C.1.; p. 48 series I.C.1 and I.C.2 etc. Apart from the 

details, one can also see contradictions in a higher level. For example, on p. 223 it is written “In 

the publication about the sites from this category of vessels (jugs) are not found”, but this fact 

leads to the surprising consequence, that in the jugs from the phase I there is “significant areal 

formative unity” (p. 224). The repetition of the same speaks against the assumption that this is an 

accidental error. The same statement is also on p. 236. 

8. Abstract of the PhD thesis. 

The abstract is written according to the established requirements. Attention deserve the 

formulated contributions on pp. 28-29. Twelve contributions are listed, according to the view of 

the author. In my opinion, they resemble point-by-point report than that scientific contributions. 

Up to item 6, they are acceptable precisely as a report, but after that they arise a number of 

questions. The weakness criticized in the previous discussion appears again: pottery production 

with its regional and chronological characteristics is a good indicator of the presence or absence 

of cultural specificity (even quantitatively), but it is not sufficient as an argument for assigning a 

given phenomenon to this or that “cultural phenomenon”. Therefore, the rest of the “contributions” 

are not deprived of serious objections. Undoubtedly, the work contains positive characteristics, 

some of which represent and contributions to the Bulgarian prehistory. The main one is the 

introduction of a new archaeological material from hitherto unexplored areas and on its absolute 

dates. The performance of the pottery by sites is elaborated, but with some notes on his context. 

However, subsequent stages of work raise doubts about the validity of the proposed conclusions. 

The author did not comply with the alternative recommendation of the reconstructions, which 

speaks of adherence to schemes justified on the basis of various archaeological facts years ago. 

9. Final opinion 

In conclusion, we must state that the research possesses positive qualities, among which 

the huge volume of archaeological materials that is handled. No one would deny the diligent and 



regular efforts of G. Samichkova, led to these results, nor the introduction of a series of radiocarbon 

dates. However, the work is full of omissions and errors. In the dilemma about the general 

evaluation – positive or negative, I was guided by the definition in the Law and the rules of 

“doctor” as the “educational and scientific degree”. Although in documents of this type, it is not 

accepted to make detailed assessments, especially quantitative ones, I will take the liberty of 

defining the whole research as sufficient in its educational part and unsatisfactory as a scientific 

achievement (remaining optimistic about better future results based on the qualitative empirical 

base). If mine the final decision is positive, then this is on the edge of the acceptable lower limit. 

The “educational part” slightly prevails, which gives me reason to vote positively, but with all the 

doubts listed above about the accurateness of this decision.1 
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